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Colour Measurements in the I 
i 
i 
I 

Food Industries 

By 
M. C. TAYLOR 

Introduction 
The use of colour as an index of quality is fundamental in the 

behaviour of buyers and consumers of foodstuffs, and the importance 
of colour is often accentuated by the fact that other methods of sampling 
foods are not always freely available to purchasers. I t  follows that 
those who handle foodstuffs in bulk, and processors of foodstuffs, are 
vitally interested in the colour of the goods they offer for sale. For 
example, colonr is a good index of the maturity and freshness of many 
fruits and vegetables and of the heat treatment given to some processed 
foods. Laboratories attached to food industries may be called on to 
solve problems into which colour enters as a major factor. These 
problems may be very diverse in their nature and may include the task of 
standardizing the colour of a product which is known to the public under 
a familiar name or trademark. The problem of standardization may 
apply to the package as well as to the product. 

In the sense used here, the word colour refers to the surface 
appearance of an object to an observer. I t  is advantageous to con~ider 
separately the property which might be classified as texture and the 
quality of the light which comes from the surface. The greater part 
of the following discussion is concerned with the quality of the light and 
applies also to coloured liquids where surface texture does not intrude. 
As the visual response to an object can be very variable depending on the 
viewing conditions and also on the ~nolnentary visnal characteristics of 
the observer, colour cannot be specified in exact terms unless care is 
taken to standardize the methods of measurement. 

Specification of Colour 
I t  has been shown that it is possible to specify a colour by means 

of three numbers and the methods to be followed in deriving a standard 
specification have been agreed on by an international conference, the 
Commission International de lJEclairage (1931). The specification is 
devised to deal with problems of colour matching and the mixing of 
coloured lights. 

The spectral 1-eflectance (transmittance) curve gives the most 
complete specification of the light in physical terms, but a good deal of 
calculation is involved in putting the information in a form suitable for 
colour work. This is discussed by Hardy (1936) in his book " Handbook 
of Colorimetry ". The reason for it lies in the nature of the visual 
response of the eye which cannot discriminate between all the distributions 
of light throughout the spectrum whicll are physically different (the ear 1 is not subject to this limitation in the sound spectrum). In fact a I 



suitable mixture of only three mollochro~natic radiations selected from 
the red, green and blue parts of the spectrum, respectively, can in general 
be found to match any given coloured light. Moreover there is a great 
deal of latitude in the choice of the three primary radiations and they do 
not need to be restricted to narrow parts of the spectrum. The I.C.I. 
(Commission Internationale de lJEclairage or International Co~nmissio~l 
on Illumination) specification takes into account these properties of the 
eye and defines a set of three primary stimuli by means of their spectral 
distributions. The inlportance of the specification is due to the fact 
that it provides a common language for colour work, in spite of some 
possible nlinor imperfectiolis. 

Although it is not altvays necessary to use the I.C.I. specification 
of colour, the nature of the ill~mination is of fundamental importance 
in all nlethods of determining coloul- and shoulcl always be carefully 
defined to meet the requirements of the problenz. As ordinary daylight 
is of variable quality, a specified quality known as illuminant C is wiclely 
used as a standard illnmina~lt. Illulniaant C and other standard 
illu~ninants can be provicled by means of lamps with tungsten filaments 
and suitable filters. 

Methods of Colour Measurement 
As might be expected, methods of grading colour range fro111 the 

simplest, ~trhich give a rather wide tolerance, to elaborate arrangements 
xvhich measure colour precisely and are more sensitive than the unaided 
eye. In general the simple methods use the eye for determining a colour 
match, while a photo-electric device is geilerally preferred for the more 
precise measurements required to meet rigid specifications. When @ 
there is any difficulty in choosing a method, the best solution is to obtain 
the spectral distribution of the light by means of a spectrophotometer. 
These data will indicate whethel- routine IVOI-k can be carriecl out by means 
of simpler and less expensive instruments. 

Most people are familiar 136th word descriptions of colour which are 
used for such inatel-ials as butter and honey. These give an approximate 
grading and are not concerned with small differences. The placing of a 
sample in any grade depends allnost entirely on the memory of the 
observer for the colour described in the words of the specification. Very 
often the presence of several samples ensures that they can be placed 
in their relative order correctly even though the absolute gracling may 
differ from time to time. 

Dependence on memory ma37 be eliminated by the provision of 
physical standards of the same material 1v11en it is reasonably permanent 
or of some other material which closely resembles it. Amy (1912) gives 
details of solutions xi7hich can be made up to match nlally colollred 
liquicls. These are prepared fro111 half-norlnal aqueous solutions of 
cobalt chloride, ferric chloride and copper sulphate with I per cent. 
hg7drochloric acid. The solutions give, respectively, the red, yellow and 
blue components of the mixture. If these solutions clo not meet the 
requirements, others which are available are described by Kelly (1945). 
Colomed glasses which are reasonably perlnanent can also be used for 
matching a wide range of colours. Although these are gellerally more 
useful for matching the colours of transparent matel-ials, it is possible to 
use them with opaque materials. A well-knoxv~~ instrumellt using 
coloured glasses is the Lovibond Tintometer, which has three series of 
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glasses in red, yellow and blue. The glasses are gs-aded in intensity and 
numbel-ed so that when a colour is matched a definite specification of the 
colour can be given in terms of the appropriate glasses. With some 
models of this instrument i t  is possible to convert the readings to I.C.I. 
values. 

Charts comprised of colour chips also come into the class of physical 
standards for visual comparison. The Maerz and Paul Dictionary of 
Color (1930) and the Munsell Color Book (1929) are two examples which 
have been widely used. The large difference between adjacent colours 
in a practical set of colour chips inakes the matching of intermediate 
coloui-s rather difficult. The Munsell charts have an advantage over 
some others in that it is easier to interpolate in a system which has 
equal visual steps and definite numbers can be set down for the three 
attributes of colour, viz, hue, value and chroma. A further advantage 
of the &funsell system is its easy application to the use of spinning discs 
to obtain a match foi- intermediate colours as described by Nickerson 
(194.6). Although this method of matcl~ing colours to obtain a standard 
specification has been shown to be quite useful, it is difficult a t  present 
to obtain suitable equipment. 

None of the illethocls so fai- mentioiled make use of the fact that the 
light from a coloured surface can be dispersed throughout the visible 
spectrum. A measurement of the light in different parts of the spectrum 
provides information about the nature of the colour. A crude method 
of applying this principle is to exainine the light through a set of filters 
each of wllich transmits only part of the light in the spectrum. The 
intensity in each case is compai-ed wit11 that from a standard surface 
(wllite 01- otherwise). A more precise measurement can be made by 
using a spectropl~otometer wllich measures accurately the relative 
amount of light throughout the spectrum from red to violet. Instrunlents 
which automatically draw a spectral reflectance or transmission curve 
are clesci-ibed by Hardy (1935). 

The possibility of measuring colour in terms of three primary coloured 
lights has given rise to a group of instruineilts called tricolorirneters. 
Although they do not give the precise information about the distribution 
of light through the spectrum whicll is given by a spectrophotometer, 
they can be q ~ ~ i t e  adequate for the preclse matching of colours under 
specified illumination. 

Methods and Apparatus 
When one comes to clloose a method or instrument from the 

possibilities as briefly indicated above, each problem must be treated 
on its merits and,account must be taken of the precision required in the 
particular application. For many applications an arbitrary scale is 
adequate, but in general a standai-d specification ancl lligller precision 
are required to meet the demands of quality control and scientific research. 
Where colour is taken as an index of changes in other properties, accurate 
measrrrement of small differences might be more important than the 
accurate measurement of colours on a standard specification. A choice 
must also be made between visual methods and those clepending on the 
use of a photo-electric cell. The latter may be made even more sensitive 
than the eye if this is found necessary, but it is difficult for any one 
such instrument to measure all the characteristics of a surface colour 
that are immediately obvious to the eye. If required, ho~vever, it is 
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possible to malie independent measnren~ents of such properties as surface 
gloss by photo-electric means. 

The inaiil clisadvailtages associated with visual methods are the 
variability anlong different observers and the effects due to fatigue in 
any one observer. These disadvantages can be nlacle less in photo- 
electric instruments, but it sllould not be assulllecl ihat they are entirely 
or autoinatically eliminated. Generally it is found easier to set up a 
photo-electric illstruillellt ~vhen high precision and goocl reproclucibility 
are required because the measurements do not the11 depend on a carefully 
chosen and trained observer. 

A photo-electric spectrophotometer, although expensive ancl requiring 
skilled attelltion, call give maxiinurn inforlnation about the light from a 
colourecl surface. A technical disadvantage is that the data must be 
convet-tecl to a form nrhich can be interpretecl in terms of visual response 
to the light. The collr7ersion is carried out by a set of tables which 
relate to a " stanclard observer " as defined by international agreement. 
V i d e  International Colninission on Illniniaatioll (1g31j and Hardy (1935). 
A iri-stimulus specification of the colour is clerivecl and, as nlentioned 
above, this is adequate for all matching problems proviclecl the illumina- 
tion is stanclardizecl. If necessary, a comparisoil can also be made with 
specifications in the llfunsell system or in tel-ms of clominailt wavelength, 
purity and lumillailce. 

Using suitable filters ancl photo-electric cells, tricolorilneters can be 
designed which directly give values approsi~natiilg to the sta~~clarcl 
ti-i-stimulus specification. Deficiencies in the filters and photo-cells 
may cause serious illaccuracies whell measul-ing some colours. 
Undoubtedly improvements will be made in these components, hut  a t  
present the instruments should not be relied on for staildarcl measurernellts 
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unless they are carefully checlied a i d  calibrated. On the other hand 
they can be very useful for clemollstratillg small differences between 
colours, as long as the apparatus, including the illuminatioil, is properly 
standardized. It might be pointed out that ally filter-photocell coin- 
bination call be used to  give arbitrary ineasurenlents of colourecl light, 
but the data cannot in general be 1-educed easily to a stanclarcl specification 
in terms of iilteillational units. 

Finally it shoulcl be emphasized again that each problem must be 
considel-ed on its own merits, ancl a choice made fro111 the available i 

methods to find a satisfactory solution. If something better than a 
rough visual matching is required., information on the colours should be 
obtained with a spectrophotometer, and an examination of these data 
sl~ould inclicate whether a simpler instrumeilt will be adequate for routine rt 

It is hoped that particular problenls in colour measurement which 
have wide interest will be dealt with in future issues of the QUARTERLY. 
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The of Oxygen Flavour 
Deterioration and Loss of Ascorbic Acid 

in Canned Orange Juice" 

BY 
J. F. ~CEFEORD, 13. A. R~CICENZIE and P. C. 0. THO~IPSON 

Introduction 
Orange juice is perhaps the least satisfactory of the canned fi-uit 

juices, because of its instability at the noinial summer temperatures in 
countries such as Australia. This instability results in a rapid develop- 
ment of an objectionable flavour, sonletinies described as " stale ", and 
in a loss of ascorbic acid which significantly reduces the anti-scorbutic 
value of the product. Ti-essler, Joslyn and Marsh (1939) have sho\vn 
that, a t  storage temperatures above 70" F. (21' C.), cannecl orange juice 
has a "life " in terms of acceptable palatability of only about three 
months. Moscl~ette et al. (1947) and Sheft et al. (1949) respectively 
found 25% and 38% loss of ascorbic acid from cannecl orange juice 
stored IZ and IS months at 80" F. (27' C) .  

In the literature of orange juice t6chnology it is widely stated that 
the changes in flavour and nutritive value described are oxidative in 
nature. For instance, quoting von Loeseclie, Mottern and Pulley (1934)~ 
" Although the mechallisin of the changes taking place in canned orange 
juice is not fully understood, nuiilerons woi-liers have indicated that 
oxidation plays an iinportant role ". This assumption of an oxiclative 
mechanism has led in turn to a general belief in the necessity to reniove 
dissolved and occluded oxygen froill orange juice by the process of 
de-aeration. Mottern aiicl von Loesecke (1933) state that " thorough 
de-aeration of orange juice is necessary to protect it from flavour changes 
as  well as to preserve vitamin C which is readily oxidized ". 

The present paper describes investigations, corlinlencecl in ~gqG, 
'1~11ich sought to elucidate the role of oxygen in the deterioration of 
canned orange juice and to determine the usef~~liiess of the de-aeration 
operation. The broad aim was to coiilpare the keeping quality of orange 
juices canned in the presence and in the absence of oxygen. 

The first stage in the project was the working out of a reliable, 
rapid, p~la~ographic inethocl for the deternlination of oxygen in oraiige 
juice (Lewis and McI<enzie, 1947). 174aking use of this inetl~ocl, it was 
found that orange juice, extracted by hand-rea~ning on high-speed heads, 
was saturated with air, i.e. it contained approxiinateljr 0.5% oxygen by 
volume in solution. I t  was also found that this clissolvecl oxygen mas 

* Presented to  the  Second International Congress of Fruit  Juice Producers, 
Zurich, Switzerland, June 1st t o  4th, 1950, and now published xvith their kind 
pertnission. 
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consumed in chemical reactions so that approximately 25% disappeared 
in two hours at 30" C. However, at 5" C. there was negligible 
consumption in three hours. 

Various procedures were tried for oxygen removal. A de-aerator 
of the vacuum-spray type achieved only 90-92% removal of oxygen 
even when operating under optimum conditions of slight evaporation 
[Boyd and Peterson (1945), Smith (194g)I. This efficiency is of the same 
order as the highest efficiencies (91%) found by Lachele (1938) in com- 
mercial de-aerators. Pulley and von Loesecke (1939) report efficiencies 
as high as 97% oxygen removal in centrifugal de-aerators. The only 
procedure found to give approximately complete removal of dissolved 
oxygen was de-aeration by inert gas bubbling. This method has since 
been advocated by Bayes (1949) and Smith (1949). 

Three series of test packs of canned orange juice were therefore 
compared, one prepared \vitl~out cle-aeration, one vacuum-spray de- 
aerated, ancl one de-aerated by hydrogen displacement. 

Experimental Procedures 
(a) Inert Gas De-aeratio~z. 

Freshly harvested Valencia oranges were held overnight at  5" C., 
and all the operations of extraction, de-aeration, can fdling and sealing 
were carried out in a room at  this temperature in order to minimize 
oxygen consumption by the juice. The juice was extracted from the 
halved fruit with high-speed reamers, then screened through 12 mesh and 
20 mesh screens into a stainless steel tank fitted with vertical baffles. 
Hydrogen gas was bubbled through the juice from sintered glass bubblers 
ancl at the same time the juice was agitated with a propeller stirrer. 
A foam-breaker arm attached to the stirrer shaft controlled the depth 
of the blanket of foam which formed on the surface of the juice and 
prevented access to atmospheric oxygen. Samples of juice were with- 
drawn at frequent intervals by means of a siphon tube and the oxygen 
content was determined polarographically. 

During the first five minutes 95% of the oxygen was removed, 
but about 30 minutes were required to reduce the oxygen content to the 
limit of detection (oxygen content less than 0.005%). At this stage the 
juice was filled into cans using a siphon tube which reached to the bottom 
of the can. A small sintered glass bubbler in the can passed hydrogen 
continuously through the juice during filling ; the can was filled com- 
pletely, without headspace, and sealed immediately. By careful 
adherence to this technique it was possible to obtain juice in tile sealed 
can with an oxygen content less than 0.005%. The time which elapsed 
between the commencement of extraction and the completion of sealing 
was approximately 45 minutes. 

The canned juice was processed for two min~ltes in steam at  roo0 C., 
while the cans were rotated at  120 r.p.m., then immediately cooled, also 
with rotation. 

(b) Vacuum-Spray De-aeratio~~. 
Juice from the same picking of oranges was extracted at room 

temperature, screened, de-aerated in a vacuum-spray de-aerator, filled 
into cans, vacuum-sealed, and processed in the same way. The oxygen 
content of the juice after de-aeration was approximately 0.05%. 
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(c) Aro De-aevatio7z. 
Juice from the same oranges was extractecl at room temperature, 

screened, filled iinnlediately into cans, sealed without vacuum, and 
processed in the same way. The oxygen conteilt of the juice at the time 
ol fiUing was approximately 0.5 %. 

Both plain and lacquered cans were used in each treatment. The 
test packs were stored at  zoo C. and 30" C., and examined at  intervals. 
Flavour changes were assessed by a trained panel of six tasters, ascorbic 
acid was determined by indophenol dye titration, and changes in oxygen 
content were followed by polarographic nleasureillents and headspace 
gas analyses. 

Results 
Flavouv. 

At 30' C., fr-oin one moath oilrvarcls there was no detectable difierence 
in flavour between the three treat~nents ; all showed marked cleterioration. 4 

At zoo C., after three, six and 12 months, the difference in flavour 
between low-oxygen and high-oxl~gen packs was probably significailt but 
slight. Certainly inert gas de-aeration did not eliminate flavour deteriora- 
tion. As has been observecl before e.g. Boyd and Peterson (1945), 
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the nature of the off-flavour was different in lacquered and plain cans. 
The juice in lacquered cans developed typical " staleness ", while plain 
cans illzparted a flavour described variously as " tinny ", " fishy ", etc. 
Tasters differed in expressing a preference between the juices in the two 
types of can and the overall preference was not significant. 

Ascorbic Acid.  O 8 
Loss of ascorbic acid was followed only in treatinents B and C a t  

30° C. The results are set out in the follomiilg table. 

Loss of Ascorbzc Aczd i j z  C a w e d  Ovagage Jztzce at 30" C.  
-- 

Treatment. I Seven 
I 

B. De-nerated- 
Plain call . . . . 1 0.05 1 1.2 
Lacquered can 

The highly interesting fact eillerged froin these figures that the loss 
I 

of ascorbic acid  occur^-ed in two stages-a short periocl of rapid loss, 
follo~i7ed by a much slower loss during subsequent storage. The initial 
period of rapid loss varied with the type of can, being approximately 
IOO hours for plain cans and zoo hours for lacquered cans.. These tiines 
correspond closely with the times at which total disappearance of oxygen 
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was observed in the respective cans. At the inonleilt the mechanism of 
this effect of the presence of fi-ee oxygen on the rate of loss of ascorbic 
acid is obscure. 

The differences between treatineilts in percentage loss of ascorbic 
acid after seven inoilths are not statistically significant. I t  is of interest 
to note that these losses are in close agreement with estimated losses 
calculated fi-om the nomograph of Freecl et nl. (1949). 

Ca+z Corrosio-lz. 
In agreement with Alnei-icai~ observations made by Lueck and 

Pilcher ( ~ g g ) ,  and by Boyd and Peterson (1945)~ it was found that 
de-aeration appreciably reduced the rate of can corrosion. In the 
high-oxygen packs lacquered cans showed lifting of the lacquer and some 
hydrogen swells appeared. 
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Conclusions 
Reduction of the initial oxygen content of canned orange juice to a 

very low level failed to eliminate flavour cleterioratioil in storage and had 
no effect on ascorbic acicl loss. 

The main practical effect of de-aeration on canned orange juice is 
to reduce the rate of can corrosioil and to clelay the developmeilt of 
hydrogen swells. 

This investigatioil is being continued and complete results ~vill be 
published elsewhere at  a later date. 
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Citrus Wastage Investigations a t  t he  
Gosford Citrus Processing Research 

Laboratory* 
BY 

E: G. HKLL and J. I<. LONG? 

Introduction 
The Gosford Citrus Processing Research Laboratory, opened on 

October 25, 1948, is situated 50 miles north of Sydney (New South Wales). 
I t  is operated jointly by the Division of Horticulture of the New South 
Wales Department of Agriculture and the Division of Food Preservation 
ancl Transport of the Commonwealth Scieiltific and Industrial Research 
Organization (C.S.I.R.O.) . The investigations are directed by a Citrus 
Wastage Project Committee representative of both bodies. 

Close contact is maintained ~vitrith the citrus industry, especially 
with the packing houses in the Gosford-Wyong area. The laboratory 
possesses a semi-commercial scale processing plant which has an output 
of 25 bushels per hour, and other necessary facilities. Early in I950 an 
additional building was erected, mainly for storage and examination of 

The objects of the work of the laboratory are to define the best 
methods of handling and treating oranges and other citrus fruits destined 
for markets within Australia and ovei-seas. The investigations cover 
studies of handling and transport, inould wastage, cleaning of fruits, 
and of treatments designed to miniinize wilting and maintain " con- 

@ 
dition ". The worlc on lemons is essentially a study of the curing and 
storage of the winter crop. 

Wastage in coastal citrus fruits is due principally to green mould 
(Penicillizc~~z digitntu~tz) and stem-end rots (mainly Plzo~no$sis citri). In 
normal marlieting, involving periods of no more than two weeks, almost 
all wastage is caused by green mould which often causes serious economic 
loss. Over longer periods, more particularly in the summer months when 
temperatures are higher, and especially in stored lemons, stem-end rots 
often cause most loss. To date the work with oranges has been mainly I 

an assessment of the problems in terms of levels of wastage experienced 
and variability between orchards. Using existing knowledge, an 
experimental handling and processing schedule to control green mould 
and to maintain " condition " has been designed and extensively tested 
in comparison with commercial methods. 

Work with Oranges 
(I) Wnstage Dzte tb Green Bhzsld. 

(a) Varintio~z between Orclzards. FTTith Navel oranges, after four 
weelis' holdi~lg at  ordinary temperatures, the amount of green mould in 

* This article is a progress report only, to  indicate the scope of the work and to 
present briefly the more interesting of the results so far obtained. As the investiga- 
tions are still in progress, the findings, a t  this stage, are not to  be regarded as speczc 
recommendations. It is appearing also in the Agricultz~~,nl Gnzetfe of N.S.W., 
Vol. 51, No. 12, December 1950. 

.i. Fruit Research Officer, New South Wales Department of Agriculture. 
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fruits from different orchards varied from 1.3% to 8.5% in 1949 and 
from 3.7% to 16.2% ill the I950 season. There was also a significant 
amount of wastage in most lines after only two weeks' holding. With 
Valeilcias similar variation was found. In 1948-49, after four weeks, 
the amounts of green mould varied fi-om 4.8% to 16.7% and in 1949-50 
from 1.0% to 5.6% after three weeks, 1.0% to 9.0% after five weeks, 
and 6.8% to 25.0% after holding for seven weeks. I t  has been shown 
statistically that many of these differences between orchards were highly 
significant. 

In earlier work, reported by Huelin (1942)~ there were differences in 
mould wastage between the lowland and highland sections of the Gosford 

pecific 
.S.W., 

district. In this recent work there have been no consistent differences in I 
1 on keeping quality between fruits from the lo~vland areas (Lisaro~v, 
tles) . Ourimbah, etc.) and fruits from the highland areas (Somersby, Mangrove 
out11 lIountain, etc.). Both goocl keeping and poor lieeping oranges have been 
ttion obtained from each area. 
:arch 
i t r ~ ~ s  The complex of factors iesponsible for these differences in keeping 

quality between orchards is being investigated, but this is necessarily a 
:ially long-term project, and as yet there is no definite information on the 
 tory effects of factors such as strain variations, soil variations, cult~zral and 
ltput fertilizer progi-mmes. 
;O an (b)  Effects of HandLi~zg Metlzods. Handling is used to cover all In of operations in picking and transport to the packing house, whereas 

best processing is used to refer to the paclcing house operations of cleaning, 

tilled sterilizing, grading and packing. Experilnelltal handling was designed 
to reduce mechanical damage to the fruits to a minimum, and involved :over 

-uits, the use of gloves by the pickers, careful clipping of the fruits from the 

con- trees, careful transfer from the picking bag to the field case, the use of 

and smooth, clean field cases with wood wool on the bottoms, avoidailce of 
over-filling of the cases and careful handling of the cases during transport 

I 

I 

bould to the packing house. Under commercial conditions no gloves are used, 

In the oranges are pulled from the trees and the field cases are often rongh 11 
most and dirty. 

omic On the average, there was less green mould following experimental 
when handling than there was after coinmercial handling but the effects were 
l rots variable between growers. Therefore, on the data available no definite 
ainly conclusioi~s can be drawn concerning the effects of handling methods. I 

:nced The average figures for all growers and all examinations, for com- 
, an 
iould mercial processing only, were as follo~vs : 

ested 

Commercial handling . . 

Per Cent. Green I\iIould. 

Experimental handling 
" I 5 ' 1  

TTalencias. 
1949-50. 

9 .6  5 ' 3  

Navels. 

8.8  

1949. 1950. 
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pletely dried. The ~nain emphasis in processing in commercial citrus 
packing houses is on cleailing and polishing the fi-uits to produce a bright 
and attractive pacli. Processes designed specifically to improve Beeping 
quality have not yet been fully adoptecl by the industry, largely because 
01 their cost. From the evidence it seems certain that the gain by 
experimental processing is mostly due to the use of borax. The wax 
einulsion itself reduces shrivelling appreciably but has no effect on mould 
wastage. However, because borax increases shrivelling, it is desirable to 
follow its use with a waxing treatment, which need not necessarily be 
in the form of an einulsion dip. 

(2)  T/Tlnstn<ge Due to Stelqz-e~zd Rots. 
There have been lai-ge, significant variations between growers in the 

inciclence of stem-end rots ; these variations were more marked than for 
green mould. Probably because of the higher temperatures prevailing 
later in the season, there was more stem-encl rot in Valencias than in 

6 Navels. In 1948-49 the variation in stem-end rot development in 
Valencias from four growers after four weeks' holdillg was 4.3% to 
14.o%, while in 1949-50 the variation between tell growers was 0.0% 
to 10.4 % afier three weelis' holding and 0.6% to 54.7% after five weelis. 

1 Handling methods have hacl little effect on stem-end rots. On the 
average there has been less stem-end rot in oranges experimentally 
processed than in comparable lots colnmercially processed but the 
reduction has not been consistent between growers and is not statistically 
significant. I-Iowever, in two experiments just concluded with late 
Navels, experimental processing dicl greatly reduce stem-end rots. Under 
some conditioils this treatment can bring about a valuable reduction in 

"0 the incidei~ce of this form of wastage. This will be investigated further 
to find an explanation for the inconsistencies. 

I t  has long been known that stem-end rot control is essentially an 
oichard matter requiring control of melanose infection (~vllich is caused 
by the same fungus). This involves regular spraying, removal of dead 
urood and maintenance of good tree vigour ; full details of recolnmended 
control measures can be obtained from Departments of Agriculture. 

(3) Slwivellilzg of tlze Frui t .  
Oranges are continually losing water by evaporation from the skin ; 

after they are 1-enloved fi-om the tree this water is not replaced and 
obvious shrivelliilg eventually results. I t  has been found that shrivelling 
becomes apparent when the amount of water lost reaches about 5% of 
the original weight of the fruit. The time talien to reacll this stage 
will depend mainly on the ternperatuse and humidity and whether the 
orallpes are ~ r a u u e d  or waxed. 

0 L L 

Experimental processing with borax and wax elnuision has reduced 
weight loss by 20% to 25%. This reduction is similar to that which is 
obtained by ~vaxing treatments in American citrus packing houses. The 
net effect of the control of green mould and reduction of shrivelling by 
experimental processing has been that full, firill packs of bright, attractive, 
fresh-looking fruits have been maintained very much longer than by 
commercial processing. 

(4) 11dnrket Tests of Eq5erimelrtnl Processi?zg. 
Following upon these successful results, it mas decided that, during 

1950, a series of marketing experiments using the experimental processing 
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method uncler conlinercia1 conditions should be carried out. For this 
purpose the brand name " ICeepsmell " and a special label were used to 
distinguish the experiinentally processed fruits on the market. 

The experimental (or " I<eepswell ") processing method is based on 
recomn~endatiolls ~vhich have been made by the Department of 
Agriculture for many years. The initial investigations mere made by 
the Citrus Preservation Technical Committee before the Second World 
a Careful handling, goocl shed hygiene (including regular spraying 
with a disinfectant), design of machinery to reduce darnage to the fruits 
to a minirnun~, and complete clrying of the fruits before packing are 
inlportant factors in the experimental method. 

For these marlceting experiments, consignments of oranges ~vl~ich 
had been piclted by various growers and forwarded to the packing shed 
in the usual commercial manner were divided into two equal lots. One 
lot was processed and packecl by the packing shed in the normal way, 
whilst the other lot was processed and paclied at the laboratory using the 
experimental processing method. Both lots were forwarded in the usual 
way to the specified agent at the Sydney hiIunicipa1 Fruit Markets. The 
fr~zit was not pre-selected in any way. In fact, the agent, in his report, 
stated that he was " disappointed in the quality of the fruits selected 
to make the tests ". 

TABLE 2 .  

Effects of Processing Treatnzenfs on Wastage zcnder Commercial Co+zditio?zs. 

Percent. Wastage 

Post-Processing 
Treatment. 

I Commercial. Forwarded to Sydney. 
; Expeiimental ' 

The figures given indicate the mean percent. wastage for 2 CIS. unit. 

The results of examination of sample cases from two test consignmelits 
are given in Table 2. Wastage due to green mould was greatly reduced 
by the " Keepswell " process. The rather high development of brown 
rot (due to the fungus Pl%yto$lztAora citvoplzthora) was due to very wet 
weather. The agent to whom the consigi~ments were sent reported that 
retailers were keenly interested in the " I<eeps~vell " fruit because of its 
superior keeping qualities, a t  a time when the bulk of the oranges on the 
market were breaking down rapidly. The opinion was expressed that 
treated fruit, once it became known, would readily command a premium 
of at  least two shillings per case. At one periocl, when the market was 
heavily supplied, processed fruit was successfully cool storecl for two 
weeks until the market improved. 
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The costs of the experimental processing, if carried out under 
cominercial conditions, are not kno\v~l ; but a consignment of 150 bushels 
was put through the full process in the laboratory plant for a total cost 
of fivepeilce per case for all taillc materials. On a large scale this would 
be greatly reduced. The wax einulsion, which is the expensive item, 
has been kept in use in the laboratory inachine for a fortnight without 
deterioratioa so that it is fairly certain that its cost would not be pro- 
hibitive in cominercial operation. 

(5) Otlzer I~zvestigatio~zs. ~ - ,  - 
A long-range experiment designed to test the effects of fertilizer 

treatments on lceeping quality has been coinn~enced. New cleaning and 
sterilizing materials are being tested. So far no other fungicide has 
proved to be as effective as borax in coiltrolling green mould. However, 
the use of fi-uit wraps impregnated wit11 the chemical, diphenyl, appears 
promising. The use of z,4-D and 2,4,5-T as pre-harvest sprays or post- 
harvest dips to control stein-end rot is being investigated. These 
~naterials are reported to be effective in America, particularly with 
lernons. The work has not proceeded fai- enough to test whether these 
claims can be substantiated here. 

Lemon Storage 
The nlaiil lemon crop is produced during the winter months, when 

demand and returns are lowest. I t  is therefore necessary to store these 
lemons until the warmer weather, if possible until summer months. 
Leinons are normally stored in orchard sheds under ordinary atmospheric 
conditions. I t  is unlikely that the American method of storage in large 8 air-conditioned spaces will be practicable in this country for some time 
to come. 

Iilvestigations into shed storage were commenced in 1948. The 
chief causes of wastage were found to be green mould, stem-end rot, and 
shrivelling, the latter two becomiilg important towards the end of storage 
~ i ~ i t h  the onset of warmer weather. The work so far has shown tree 
vigour to be very important. Only fruit froin vigorous healthy trees 
 ill keep well ; freedom from melanose is especially important because 
of its association with stem-end rots. The best maturity seems to be the 
light green to silver stage, as shrivelling is more severe in greener fruits 
and it is difficult to select fruits of sufficient size-they should be at  
least 2$ inches in diameter at  picking. 

Leinons must be carefully clipped from the tree and handled very 
carefully to avoicl injury, otherwise wastage due to green mould is likely 
to be serious. 

Tastage due to both green mould and stein-eacl rot and shrivelling 
has been greatly reduced by dipping the fruits after harvest in a wax 
einulsion (e.g. " Bryteile 6170 ") containing the fungicide sodium salicyl- 
aililide (e.g. " Shirlan W.S.") in tlie following proportions : wax emulsion 
I gallon, water 4. gallons, " Shirlan W.S." 2 ounces. Tlle dip is used 
cold and the cases of dipped fruits should be allowed to drain and dry 
before stacking. I t  was found that the wax could be omitted if the 
leinons were individually \mapped, but best results were obtained when 
they were both waxed and wrapped. Typical effects of tree vigour and 
clipping ill " Shirlan TV.S." on wastage, as found in the 1948 experiments 
after four months' shed storage, are illustrated in Table 3. 
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TABLE 3. 

Effects  of T I  ee I.'rgo~fi. nlzd Shzi~ln?z D r p  O I Z  IT7rtslage sir Storfed 
Leiizolzs, 1948. 

- - -  - - -- - - - - A - - - - -- 

, Percent IVastage. 
- - -- - - 

TI e,tt~nent 
' Glee11 Stem-end 

3loulcl ' Rots. 

Vlgorous j~oung trees 1.2 1 6 .2  
TT'eaB t~ ees 

Current investigations on lemon storage include the effects of various 
spray sched~lles and of the plant horlnones s,l-D and a,q,5-T on stem-end 
rot development, further testing of Shirlan and further tests of the effects 
on weight loss of various types of wraps, xvaxing, fruit size ancl position 
of the case in the storage stack. 

Summary 
Investigations being conducted at the Gosford Citrus Processing 

Research Laboratory have established that there are large variations in 
wastage, clue both to green mould and stem-end lots, bet~ireea oranges 
from different orchards in the Gosford district. It has also been demon- @ 
strated that both careful handing and improved processing n~ethods will 
greatly reduce the amount of wastage clue to green mould. Handling 
and processing methods have been less effective on wastage due to 
stem-end rots. The control of this form of wastage is primal-ily an orchard 
problem. In addition, investigations into the best methods for the 
storing (or " curing ") of the winter lemon crop have alleady yielded 
some valuable information. 
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Courses of Instruction in Food 
Technology in Australia 

Commeilcing in 1951 two Diploma courses in Food Technology will 
have been established in Australia. 

HnwkesBzbfy AAgvicultzlral College. 
The Ha~vl<esbury Agricultui-a1 College diploma course in Food 

Technology (Fi-uit and Vegetables) is designed to train students for 
positions as production managers, technologists and supervisors in 
factories concerned with the processing ancl preservatioil of fruits and 
vegetables. 

The course, which is of two years' duration, \dl deal with the 
follo~ving subjects : 

Principles of Food Techilology (Parts I ancl 2). 

Crop Production ; chemistry ; phjrsics ; applied botany ; applied 
entomology ; microbiology (Parts I and 2) ; engineering ; 
mechanics ; book-keeping and busiaess priilciples ; orgailic 
chemistry ; advanced chemistry and bio-chemistry ; nutrition ; 
food industry econonlics and public relations. 

Throughout the course students will spencl approximately one-half 
of their time on practical work in the College Cailaery. They will also 
obtain practical experience in the orchard and vegetable garclen. 

Enquiries coilceriling this new diploma coul-se which is to commence 
on 1st February, 1951, s h o ~ ~ l d  be addressed to the Piincipal, Ha~l<esbury 
Agricultural College, Richmond, N.S.W. 

Reference to this course and to the training facilities available 
at Ha~vlcesbury College has already been made in the QUARTERLY 
(Richardson, 1950). 

Sj~d+zey Teclznical College. 
The Food Techilology diploma course at the Sydney Technical 

College comprises six stages of one year each ; the first three being 
identical with the Chemical Engineering diplolna course. Full details 
of the syllabus and conditions of enrolment will be found in the Handbook 
published annually by the Department of Tecllllical Education. An 
account of this course also appears in an earlier number of the QUARTERLY 
(Reuter, 1949). 
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Notices of Recent Publications by t h e  
StaB of the  Division of the 

Food Preservation 
(I) A Colorin~etric Method for the Determination of Esters. By Adriei~ile 

R. Thompson. Australian Journal of Scientific Research 
A3 : 128-135 (1950). 

This paper presents a inethod for the determillation of volatile 
esters, which is suitable for the measweinent of volatile ester production 
by fruits. The esters are converted to hydroxainic acids, which forin 
red complexes with ferric iron. 

(2) Tlle Bactericidal Properties of Certain Cationic Detei-gents. By 
M. R. J. Salton. Aust. J. Sci. Res. B. 3 : 45-60 (1950). 

Cationic detergents are kno~vn to possess remarkable bactericidal 
properties, although their limitations and their application in many 
fields have yet to be discovered. This paper deals with two such com- 
pounds, namely " Cetavlon " and " Fixanol C " and describes the 
susceptibility at seven pH levels of a nuinber of Gram-positive and 
Gram-negative organisms. 

(3) The Emuneratioil of Heated Bacterial Spores. 
(i) Experiments with Clostridium botulinum and other species of 

Clostridium. By A. M. Olse~l ancl W. J. Scott. Aust. J. Sci. 
Res. B 3 : 219-233 (1950). 

(ii) Experiments with Bacillus Species. By W. G. Mmrell, A. M. 
Olsen and \V. J. Scott. Aust. J. Sci. Res. B 3 : 234-244 (1950). 

I<no~vledge of the effects of heat on bacterial spores is essential in 
deterinining safe heat processes for canned foods. These two papers 
provide eviclence that there are considerable technical difficulties in the 
detection and enumeration of Bacillus and Closti-idium spores that have 
have been subjected to lethal conditions of heating. Optiinuin temper- 
ature of incubation, favourable pH of media, and the removal of inhibitory 
substailces fi-om the media all lead to a more reliable and precise technique 
for evaluatiilg rates of destruction of heated spores. 

Copies of the above papers are available from the Librarian, Divisioil 
of Food Preservation. 
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Book Review 
Recent Advances i f z  F r u i t  Juice Productio;lz. Edited by V. L. S. Charley. 

Commonwealth Bureau of Horticulture and Plantation Crops, 
Technical Communication No. 21, 176 pp. and 64 photos. 
(1950.) Sydney price, 1819. 

An earlier publication by Charley and Harrison (1939) has proved 
to be a most useful source of information on British and European 
techniques of fruit juice production. The present volume, in which 
Dr. Charley is associated with a group of expert collaborators, brings 
together advances in fruit juice technology in the succeeding ten years. 
The most spectacular advances during this period have originated in two 
countries, S\vitzerland and U S A .  Swiss techniques of handling apple 
juice, which have spread to other European countries and to Britain, 
are described very fully, but American developments in citrus products 
technology, with 1v11ich the contributors have not been directly associated, 
are treated much less adequately. 

Dr. Charley himself describes and illustrates modern equipment 
for the unit operations of milling, pressing, centrifuging, filtering, bottling, 
and juice storage by the Boehi method and the Escher-Wyss " snow " 
system. The f~lndamental basis for the enzyme ~Iarification of fruit 
juices is outlined in a valuable review of pectin degrading enzymes by 
Mr. W. W. Reid of H. W. Carter & Co. Ltd., Coleforcl. 

Two chapters 011 the tomato, apple and grape juice industries in 
Canada, by Atkinson and Strachan of the Summerland Experiment 
Station, have already appeared in another form (Atkinson and Strachan, 
1949). 

An excellent discussion of de-aeration and pasteurization is con- 
tributed by Cyril Hunnikin of the A.P.V. Co., but the importance of 
de-aeration is perhaps over-emphasizecl. I t  is true that de-aeration will 
reduce can corrosion and eliminate foaming during filling and flotation 
of suspended pulp, but investigations in the Food Preservation Research 
Laboratory, C.S.I.R.O., failed to indicate that de-aeration had any 
beneficial effect on flavour stability and ascorbic acid retention in orange 
juice. Desirable emphasis is given to the point that " flash " pasteruiza- 
tion is of little benefit when juices are allowed to remain hot for significant 
periods in filler bowls and in the closed cans. This difficulty does not 
arise in pastemization " in the can ", involving rapid heating and cooling 
with rotation, a procedure which is not considered. 

A chapter on the concentration of fruit juices provides a very useful 
summal-y of the present position in vacuum evaporation ancl some 
excellent illustrations of equipment. Comment on the Mojonnier 
evaporator, widely used in America for the preparation of frozen con- 
centrated juices, fails to make clear the fact that the outstanding quality 
of these products is due not so much to the concentration procedure as 
to the low temperature storage and the practice of adding back fresh 
juice to restore lost volatiles. The alternative practice, employed in the 
Kestner evaporator and in the U.S. Department of Agriculture apple 



essence process, is to condense a volatile fraction which is subsequently 
added back to the concentrate. This procedure gives good results with 
apples and most soft fruits but not with blackcurrants. Sonle less well 
kno~rril types of vacuum evaporators by  Fraser, Sulzer and Brown-Boveri 
are also described. The choice of equipment in this field must finally 
be determined by engineering considerations. Evaporators incorporating 
thermo-compression will be favoured only where electric power is cheap 
and economy is necessary in the use of coal and cold water. 

The story of the use in Britain of fruit syrups-blacltcurrant, orange 
and rose-hip-as special sources of vitamin C for vulilerable groups leads 
up to a comprehensive revie\\? by Dr. A. Pollard, of the Universitjr of 
Bristol Research Station a t  Long Ashton, on vitamins in fruit juices ancl 
factors affecting \7itanlin retention in processing and storage. The final 
chapter is composed of a n~linber of short contributions setting out 
developnlents in fruit juice procluction in several countries of the Common- 

This voluine reaches a high standard in content, production, binding 
and indexing. One error nras noted on page 104, \?here mg./roo g. 
shoulcl read n~g./g. It ~vill provicle stiinulating reading not only for 
food technologists interestecl in fruit proclucts but also for those handling 
other beverages and liquid foods. 
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CORRECTION 
In the article on " The Snliss Siissmost Industry ", by D. Martin 

(FOOD PRES. QUART., 1950, 7'01. 10, page rg), the quantity mentioned 
in line 21 should read " litre ", not " litre ". 


